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Derek Pierce blames himself for the accident
that caused his wife's coma. His support
group has helped, but he would do anything
to see Christina awake and happy again. But
Derek is about to learn an important lesson –
be careful what you wish for. When a
strange, genie-like creature confronts him
outside the clinic one night with a special
offer, Derek sees a chance to make things
right, but he didn't consider what he was
sacrificing to make his wish a reality. Now,
Derek is in a race against time to find out
where the creature came from and what its
true intentions are before it returns to
collect! Prepare yourself for a heart-
wrenching tale of deception and personal
sacrifice in this powerful new Hidden-Object
Puzzle Adventure! *** Key Features: -
Explore the 16 beautifully hand-painted
locations of Derek's hometown and solve the
unique puzzles featured in the town to solve
the mysteries of a world in shadows. - Play
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through four unique game modes: Story,
Mini-games, Challenge, and Endurance -
Take on the thrilling challenges in the mini-
games: Bluff a meeting with a mysterious
creature in the “Card Trick” or try your luck
in the “Lock Box” - Collect collectible
objects, examine clues and solve puzzles in
your quest to unravel the riddles of the
village in a world in shadows - The story
unfolds in a branching narrative with
multiple endings - Place your trust in Derek,
the heroic young detective, as he takes on
the most perilous adventure of his career to
find his wife and save the day in this heart-
pounding Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure! -
No purchase is necessary to play the game.
A free demo is included. *** Visit us on
Facebook or follow us on Twitter @FFRocks!
Crazy physics puzzles have come to life!
Chimeras: What Wishes May Come brings
the madcap, physics-based action of Willow
Creek Wreck Diving and Smash Up! to life as
you find yourself trapped inside the body of
an Action Hero. Switch between three
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characters to navigate the treacherous mine
shaft and stop an evil corporation from
taking over the world. Do you have what it
takes to save all your friends? A Careful
Investigation of Soft Padding All around the
US there's a growing epidemic of mysterious
accidents. Missing persons and broken
bodies. It's up to Dr. Prescott Wilson,
MacGyver of the first order, to find out just
what these things are and bring order to
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EVE Online: 240 PLEX Features Key:
Maintain a nonstop comedic beat as you follow a loose story line with a lot of interactivity and lots of
fresh cut scenes.
Interactive fun with a humorous take on reality TV
Multiple endings
Non-linear
Character creation
Lead your own broadcast with several options and take advantage of third-party broadcasting
platforms like OBS
Numerous Audio and voice channels
Over 100 different animations, more than 100 different animals and a lot of distinctive characters
Dungeon Siege-like item creation
When you're ready to unleash your awesome power on your cartoon villain who wants to take over
the world, you'll always have access to a powerful editor
Save and load your creations
Save and load your in-progress creations in the cloud
Never be at the mercy of the Cosmic Law or your personal rating system
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Where will you come when you decide to start an Exploding Babies
adventure?

The New York Time Square
NASA headquarters
The Starship Nevada
The Dogma Planet
The Land of Chocolate
The Forest of Juicy Worms
Clues from the Star... well, you'd have to find those yourself
An infinite quantity of stars in deep space
A sack of bananas in and around every town

 

More About Exploding Babies
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